
Good morning, Year 6 – it’s session 3, week 2 of 
English (29th April 2020)

Last week, we started working on a unit entitled
‘Doors – The World of Possibility’ – from a Talk for
Writing Home-School unit by Jamie Thomas. We’re
going to continue with that this week. Today, we
will be looking at some sayings around the theme
of doors and practising writing analyses of them.



Now we are ready to write! Work your way 
through this presentation and follow the 
instructions for each activity.
You will need:

- Your home learning exercise book to write in.

- Some scrap paper for note taking and drafting.

- A pen and  pencil

- A quiet space



Introduction



The analyses that we will be writing today 
focuses on using a four step model …
Follow each of these steps when writing your own analysis – but first, 
read about them on the next slides.



Step 1: Quote



Step 2: Paraphrase



Step 3: Analyse



Step 4: Evaluate



Here is the whole analysis. I have colour coded it so that 
you can see the quote, paraphrase, analysis and evaluation
parts. Use the parts in bold as your own sentence starters if 
you wish.
“The door on which we have been knocking all of our lives will open at last.” In 
other words, if you remain persistent and strive to achieve something, 
eventually you will be successful. By referring to the fact that we have been 
knocking on the door all our life, the author suggests that we have shown an 
ongoing persistence to achieve something, even though the prospect looks less 
than likely. The words ‘at last’ add a sense of accomplishment – the author 
suggests that this is the payoff for being dedicated. What C.S Lewis is 
suggesting is that life will throw us many challenges that cannot be easily 
accomplished. However, with grit and determination these can be overcome. A 
door is merely a temporary barrier that, if we continue to knock or chip away at 
its exterior, will eventually open and allow us to reach our goal. 



Over to you! Choose one of the other quotes 
and write your own 4 step analysis.



Optional Further Challenge:


